Abstract Conventionally for computation of aircraft performance uniform parallel flow at the far field of the simulation method is assumed and disturbances as present in the real earths atmosphere are neglected. To study and to recognize challenging aspects of the interaction of aircraft with disturbed oncoming flow two different simulation methods are developed and solutions computed are compared. The first method models the atmospheric disturbance, simulates the influence of this disturbance on the aircraft however neglects influence of the aircraft on the atmospheric disturbance. The second high-fidelity method resolves the disturbed oncoming flow and simulates full two-way interaction between disturbed atmosphere and the flying aircraft. Solutions computed are used to cross-check the predictions. The high-fidelity method is then used to simulate flight through resolved atmospheric turbulence.
Introduction
The prediction of unsteady loads caused by atmospheric effects like gusts is essential for aircraft development. The knowledge of the additional loads arising is of importance for the design of the structure but also for the layout of the control surfaces and the flight-control-system. With respect to maximum loads, especially gusts of high amplitude and wave length being long relative to the reference chord length are of interest. But also gust of shorter wave length can be of relevance, if the aircraft is flying close to maximum lift. In that case even gusts of short wave length could attribute to wing-stall. In the FOR1066 working unit methods for the prediction of the unsteady behavior for both situations (atmospheric disturbances of short and long wave length) have been developed, based on the DLR TAU-Code [13] . The two methods are associated to the two main goals followed with the work described within this paper:
1. The development of a gust load prediction methodology for application in an industrial environment. Such a methodology has to deliver results in reasonable times with limited effort and reasonable accuracy. 2. The development of a highly accurate methodology, which is also able to resolve realistic atmospheric disturbances. Such a method can also be used to assess the accuracy of methodology one.
Both methods are described and compared in the following.
Gust Load Prediction Methodology for Industrial Environment
To enable the simulation of an aircraft interacting with atmospheric effects, several approaches are possible. One popular method is the Disturbance Velocity Approach (DVA), which has been implemented into the block structured DLR FLOWer code [8] for the simulation of the influence of wake-vortices of a large leading aircraft model on the loads of a smaller aircraft model following [3] . Good agreement to experimental data was found. Motivated by the success of this method, the DVA has now also been implemented into the hybrid TAU-code. In this method the flux balance is slightly altered by superposition of an additional disturbance velocity field 
This method is easy to implement in CFD-codes and allows the usage of standard meshes, which usually are characterized by a reduced mesh resolution with growing distance from the wall. The method captures the influence of the gust on the aircraft but is not able to predict the feedback of the aerodynamics of the aircraft on the gust shape. Therefore especially for gusts of short wave length a prediction error can be expected. To get a clearer view of the range of validity of the DVA an alternative method has been implemented in TAU: The gust can be fed into the discretized flow-field using an unsteady boundary condition at the far field boundaries. The advantage of the method is that the mutual interaction of gust and aircraft is captured. The method is called the Resolved Gust Approach (RGA). On the other side a high resolution in the whole domain is required, to transport the gust from the inflow boundary to the aircraft without too much numerical losses. To reduce the effort necessary to transport a gust through the discretized flow domain from the inflow boundary to the aircraft, a technique making use of gust-transport-meshes has been developed. The underlying idea will be described for a 2D test case, which has been set up to compare the DVA and the RGA approach: The interaction of a symmetrical
